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Dear Editor (BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine)

Research Paper Submission Entitled: Profiling of phenolic compounds and their antioxidant and anticancer activity in (Pandanus amaryllifolius Roxb) extract from different locations of Malaysia

Ali Ghasemzadeh * , Hawa Z.E. Jaafar

It is my pleasure to submit the manuscript for consideration to be published in the BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine. The paper has never been published elsewhere before this, neither have we extracted any part that belongs to another published material. Also this manuscript is not under review by other journals. We will adhere to the request and guidelines of the publication.

Thank you for the consideration.

Yours sincerely
Dr. Ali Ghasemzadeh
Corresponding Author
Phone: +6-03-89466922 / +6-012-3723585
Fax: +6-03-89435973
E-mail: alighasemzadeh@putra.upm.edu.my